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Combined sewer overflows (CSOs) release microbial pollutants such as
pathogens, fecal bacteria and antibiotic resistance
genes (ARG) into waterways.
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End-of-pipe treatment removes cultivable
indicator organisms from CSO
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A combined sewer system collects
wastewater and wet weather
runoff. A CSO occurs during times of
heavy influent volume, like
storms, and releases untreated storm
runoff and wastewater into the
adjacent surface water, degrading the
water quality.
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CSO effluent simulated using 40%
wastewater in deionized sterile water
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Suspended cells were separated from
those attached to particles simulating
hydrodynamic separation of settleable
particles3
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Figure 2. E. coli and total coliform concentrations in the source waste stream
(simulated CSO), after removing settleable particles (separated CSO), and after
disinfection (separated + disinfected CSO). 7

Total coliform and E. coli regrowth not
observed in sea water

Increasing rates of antibiotic resistant infections highlight the need to
understand environmental sources of community acquired infections.
CSOs have been identified as a potential source for antibiotic
resistance genes (ARG)1. Upon release into surface water, ARGs can
proliferate by host cell growth or horizontal gene transfer in the
environment.
www.waterhelp.org

Disinfection with 5mg/L PAA for five
minutes; seawater was spiked with
post-disinfection subsample (1:10, v:v)
and incubated for 7 days

Objectives:
1. Assess the effectiveness of a two-step process using hydrodynamic
separation and rapid PAA disinfection and compare it to the effectiveness of
rapid PAA disinfection alone at treating cultivable fecal bacteria, including
those carrying ARG.

6.
Figure 3. Total coliform concentrations in reactors with surface water
spiked with a 1:10 dilution (v:v) of treated and untreated simulated
CSO in surface water and surface water only controls. 7

EPA Method 1604 used to measure
colony forming units (CFU) of total
coliform and E.coli

PCR for sul1 ARG on 10 colonies from
each plated condition6

End-of-pipe treatment selects for ARG

Residual PAA after 5 minutes of treatment
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This study assesses the effectiveness of a two-step treatment using
hydrodynamic separation and peracetic acid (PAA) for rapid treatment of
indicator organisms, total coliform, and E. coli and compares it to a rapid
PAA disinfection only treatment. The presence of a sulfonamide
resistance gene carried by E. coli was also monitored during treatment to
address the current gap in knowledge about whether PAA selects for
ARG-carrying cells. An advantage of PAA over traditional chlorine
disinfection is that there is no evidence of disinfection byproducts when
reacting with the organic matter that is present in CSO effluent. PAA
decomposes into acetic acid, hydrogen peroxide, oxygen, and water over
time, which are essentially harmless products2.

5.

Fecal coliform and E.coli were analyzed
using membrane filtration and MI agar
according to EPA Method 16044
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Figure 1 PAA concentration remaining (C) compared to initial PAA concentration (Co) initially (t=0min), after
during 5 minutes of disinfection with 5 mg/L nominal PAA concentration (t=5min), and after quenching the
disinfection reaction (post-quench). 7

Figure 4. Fractions of E.coli colonies containing sul1 ARG in each
sample condition following PAA treatment (n=10). 7
*Post-disinfection < simulated CSO, p = 0.002

Discussion
2. Measure regrowth potential of the above mentioned indicator organisms
Hydrodynamic
separation
did
not
significantly
reduce
E.
coli
or
TC
concentrations
(p>0.95)
while
PAA
treatment,
both
post-separation
and
without
in surface water
separation, did significantly reduce E. coli and TC (p < 5.7x10 -10 for both). However, hydrodynamic separation did significantly reduce total suspended
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Further studies should be conducted to assess if PAA preferentially selects for other ARG-containing cells, as only one ARG was assessed in this study.
A more comprehensive assessment could better inform treatment options.

